
CHS2580 PRACTICAL
Week 7

Questions
1. The aim of this question is for you to crack the password file passwd. To do this, follow 

these instructions1:

a. Use the Unix strings command to extract all the ascii strings from mem.dd (a bit im-
age copy of a suspects RAM) and dump these strings into a file (say mem.str). 

b. Using the Wyd command, generate a dictionary file (say mem.dict) from this collec-
tion of ascii strings.

c. Now, using mem.dict as your wordlist file (along with rule mangling), use john to 
perform a dictionary attack upon the password hashes in passwd.

2. Last week you should have extracted a zip file (contraband.zip) from the TCP dump 
files that you were given. This question gets you crack the password protection on this 
file using a specialized prepared dictionary. To do this, follow these instructions:

a. Using Wyd and the ascii strings within rhino.dd, create a dictionary rhino.dict.

b. Using fcrackzip, perform a dictionary attack upon the zip file and attempt to extract 
its contents.

3. The aim of this question is to locate illegal rhino photo’s within the remains of a sus-
pects USB flash pen. A bit stream image of the flash pen (rhino.dd) has been prepared 
for you. To do this, follow these instructions:

a. Load the dd image into autopsy and build search indexes for both the allocated and 
unallocated areas of the dd image.

b. By performing carving, extract all the JPEG and GIF images that you can find in the 
dd image.

c. Using stegdetect, determine which of your extracted JPEG images have other hid-
den images embedded within them. Can you extract the hidden images?

4. Using foremost, extract all the digital data you can from the rhino.dd image. Use this 
data to answer the following questions:

a. Did you find any extra illegal rhino images in doing this? 

b. Did you find any other JPEG files that might have hidden images embedded within 
them? What about printed documents?

c. What happened to the suspects hard drive and where is it now?
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1 Note: you may also find it useful to look over the supplied documentation for john.


